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Abstract
Natural question generation (QG) aims to generate questions from a passage and
an answer. In this paper, we propose a novel reinforcement learning (RL) based
graph-to-sequence (Graph2Seq) model for QG. Our model consists of a Graph2Seq
generator where a novel Bidirectional Gated Graph Neural Network is proposed
to embed the passage, and a hybrid evaluator with a mixed objective combining
both cross-entropy and RL losses to ensure the generation of syntactically and
semantically valid text. The proposed model outperforms previous state-of-the-art
methods by a large margin on the SQuAD dataset.
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Introduction

Natural question generation (QG) is a dual task to question answering [4, 5]. Given a
passage X p “ txp1 , xp2 , ..., xpN u and a target answer X a “ txa1 , xa2 , ..., xaL u, the goal of QG is
to generate the best question Ŷ “ ty1 , y2 , ..., yT u which maximizes the conditional likelihood
Ŷ “ arg maxY P pY |X p , X a q. Recent works on QG mostly formulate it as a sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq) learning problem [8, 41, 15]. However, these methods fail to utilize the rich text structure
that could complement the simple word sequence. Cross-entropy based sequence training has notorious limitations like exposure bias and inconsistency between train/test measurement [27, 37, 24]. To
tackle these limitations, some recent QG approaches [30, 16] aim at directly optimizing evaluation
metrics using Reinforcement Learning (RL) [36]. However, they generally do not consider joint
mixed objective functions with both syntactic and semantic constraints for guiding text generation.
Early works on neural QG did not take into account the answer information when generating a
question. Recent works [43, 12] have explored various means of utilizing the answers to make the
generated questions more relevant. However, they neglect potential semantic relations between the
passage and answer, and thus fail to explicitly model the global interactions among them.
To address these aforementioned issues, as shown in Fig. 1, we propose an RL based generatorevaluator architecture for QG, where the answer information is utilized by an effective Deep Alignment Network. Our generator extends Gated Graph Neural Networks [18] by considering both
incoming and outgoing edge information via a Bidirectional Gated Graph Neural Network (BiGGNN)
for encoding the passage graph, and then outputs a question using an RNN-based decoder. Our hybrid
evaluator is trained by optimizing a mixed objective function combining both cross-entropy loss
and RL loss. We also introduce an effective Deep Alignment Network for incorporating the answer
information into the passage. The proposed model is end-to-end trainable, and outperforms previous
state-of-the-art methods by a great margin on the SQuAD dataset.
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An RL-based generator-evaluator architecture

Deep alignment network. Answer information is crucial for generating relevant and high quality
questions from a passage. However, previous methods often neglect potential semantic relations
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